
SYMBOLISM ESSAY ON HEART OF DARKNESS

Symbols are used to represent an idea by suggesting what that idea could mean instead of giving a direct interpretation.
It makes the reader.

Conrad 59 The action of travel upriver is another instance of the African environment trying to halt the
progress of the whites while traveling downstream gives them a quick way out of the 'darkness' and back to
civilization. Everyone talks about the finding of light, but possess only darkness. As Marlow and his crew are
making their way deep into the jungle the current is traveling against them making it hard for them to travel up
stream. At the end of the novel, it is implicitly said that actually the darkness is possessed by the so called
civilized white man. Africa was, to the Europeans, a place of another type of darkness. There were no laws
governing anyone and the leaders of the Central Station could do almost anything they wanted to. They have
disturbed the solitariness of natives, their culture has been made impure and their way of living have been
degraded to darkness by the interruption of whites. The fact that the woman is enshrouded in darkness with
only insufficient torchlight to guide her says a lot about the nature of our society. In this way, the complete
plot structure of the novel moves around the symbolic meaning of light and darkness. He meets the company
comptroller shortly after who is contrasting to everything around him. It was empty because adventurers had
non recorded the characteristics of that portion of the universe. His quest for money is all too familiar with
society. Heart of Darkness was written during the time of British imperialism and extreme exploitation of
Africans in the Congo Marlow s journey leads him going on the Congo River to the centre of Africa.
However, Conrad often depicts many things usually associated with light to be dark in coincidence with the
glittering light shed on dark images. The inhuman, deceptiveness and the selfish Kurtz and Marlow are the
main source of darkness in the African land. The interpretation of these women by most people is that they
represent the ancient Greek mythology of the Moirae â€” the fate sisters. Conrad shows this through Kurtz
who is willing to risk not only his sanity but even his own life just to get the money for the ivory. Your time is
important. If we try to see the meaning of light it means bright, knowledge, capable in every field, life,
perfection, etc. This movement not only seems to keep Marlow and his crew going but it also seems to keep
the plot of the story moving. Even though he knew that Kurtz was malicious, he still wanted to be a man
isolated from the annoyances of modern civilization. When Marlow states, "I had got a heavenly mission to
civilize you," he expresses his good intentions to help the Africans progress and advance. One predominant
method of his storytelling is the use of contrasting sensory imagery between black and white and altering the
symbolism the colors entail. While this form of storytelling undoubtedly is most accurate, it creates difficulties
for authors to incorporate their themes into the story. I made the strange discovery that I had Marlow is on his
pursuit for the inner truth where he must happen the visible radiation and the dark within himself. Knowing
the power of this element, Joseph Conrad uses symbols to help the reader explore dark interiors of men. These
themes are revealed not through plot, but instead through the symbolic characters and elements present in the
narrative. The women seemed to be normal until one of them got up and approached Marlow. The chaotic,
stream-of-consciousness style Conrad took on helped to display the confusion, and made the reader Is it being
education and staying within the societal stereotypes? According to the view of Marlow and Kurtz, African
people are in darkness. The narrator remains unnamed as do the other listeners. This description also holds a
meaning of its own about the darkness of the jungle as the river appears to not even want to flow towards the
heart of the jungle, it wanted to flow away from it as if it knew that there was evil further up the river. The
offing was barred by a black bank of clouds, and the tranquil leading to the uttermost ends of the earth flowed
somber under overcast sky-seemed to lead into the heart of an immense darkness.


